Russian 102 (002): Course Outline

Добро пожаловать (Welcome) в Русский Класс 102, the second level of the Russian Language Program! (Russ 102 is a continuation of Russ 101). After this course, if you choose to travel to Russia, you will be able to hold a conversation on your favorite geographical places, arts, books, sports and leisure activities; you will be able to brag about your education; and -- you will not get lost, because not only will you know how to ask for directions, but know how to follow them :)

**Time/Location:** Mon/Wed/Fri, 1pm - 2pm, Vancouver Time, **online/in person**

**Instructor:** Dasha Prykhodko

**Contact:** E-mail: dariyap@mail.ubc.ca

**Office hours:** online, by appointment

**Required Course Materials ONLINE:**

- Canvas, Russian 102 (for tests, handouts, etc)
- Zoom sessions, initiated by the instructor ([see the information below](https://ubc.zoom.us/j/63250140145?pwd=OG9GbzF6WUVMZFRQbjVkJkVUU1Tjd1dz09))
Course Evaluation:

- Quizzes weekly, on Canvas/in class - 40%
- Homework, Attendance, Participation - 15%
- Final Exam (Oral 20%; Written 25%) - 45%

*This course is intended for students whose previous knowledge of Russian* consists of Russ 101/equivalent. *Heritage Russian students have to discuss their situation with the course instructor for alternative options (there are several alternative options, depending on a year and student’s abilities). Students with Russian background will receive no credits for Russ 102.*

THE UNIVERSITY'S VALUES AND POLICIES:

UBC provides resources to support student learning and to maintain healthy lifestyles but recognizes that sometimes crises arise and so there are additional resources to access including those for survivors of sexual violence. UBC values respect for the person and ideas of all members of the academic community. Harassment and discrimination are not tolerated nor is suppression of academic freedom. UBC provides appropriate accommodation for students with disabilities and for religious and cultural observances. UBC values academic honesty and students are expected to acknowledge the ideas generated by others and to uphold the highest academic standards in all of their actions. Details of the policies and how to access support are available here:

https://senate.ubc.ca/policies-resources-support-student-success